We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named MODULA

with the models: MF (front entry)
MV (front entry with pivot door)
ME (corner solution)
MR (different open space solutions)
MX (different special solutions)
in the sizes (75 – 160 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, August 8th 2007
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named FLAT

with the models:  FN (front entry)
                FB (side panel for bathtub)
                FT (pivot door)
                FW (side panel)
                FI (in-Line solution)
                FR (quadrant enclosure with 2 pivoting doors)
in the sizes (70 – 180 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, February 5th 2013
DECLARATION CONFORMITY – SHOWER ENCLOSURES

We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named IUNIX

with the models:

- IUN 1/2 (front entry)
- IUB (side panel for bathtub)
- IUP (saloon door)
- IUT 1/2 (pivot door)
- IUE (pivot door with in-line panel)
- IUI 1/3 (in-Line solutions)
- IUW (side panel)

in the sizes (65 – 181 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, february 12th 2019
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named X-LINE

with the models:  XN (front entry)
XB (side panel for bathtub)
XP (saloon door)
XT (pivot door)
XE (pivot door)
XI-1 – XI-3 (In-Line solutions)
XW (side panel)
in the sizes (65 – 181 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, april 2nd 2015
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named E-LITE

with the models:  EN (front entry)
                 EB (side panel for bathtub)
                 ET (pivot door)
                 EE (pivot door)
                 EW (side panel)
                 EI and EI-3 (in-Line solutions)
                 in the sizes (70 – 180 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, March 5th 2022
DECLARATION CONFORMITY – SHOWER ENCLOSURES

We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named COMBI and COMBI FREE

with the models:  
- CN + CF (front entry)
- CB (side panel for bathtub)
- CT (pivot door and corner entry)
- CW, CW-1, CW-5 (side panel)
- CE (pivot door and corner entry)
- CI (In-Line solutions)
- CR (quadrant enclosure with 2 pivoting doors)
- CS (quadrant enclosure with 1 pivoting door)
- CK-1 + CK-2 (bath screen)
- CF-1 (walk-in screen)

in the sizes (75 – 180 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

- EN 12150-1:2000
- EN ISO 2409
- ISO 7599
- ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, January 10th 2011
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

**the shower enclosure range named JOLLY**

with the models:  JN (front entry) and JN-2 (pivot door with fix panel)
JB and JB-1 (side panel for bathtub)
JI (in-Line with fix panel)
JP (double saloon door)
JW, JW-1, JW-5/8 and JD-6/8 (side panel)
JE und JE-2 (corner entry and corner entry with fix panel)
JT und JT-2 (pivot door and pivot door with fix panel)
in the sizes (70 – 160 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, april 12th 2020
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named VARIO

with the models: VN (front entry)
VB (side panel for bathtub)
VI (in-line pivot door)
VP (double saloon door)
VE and VT (pivot door)
VW (side panel)
VR (quadrant enclosure with 2 pivot doors)
VK (pivoting bath-screens)
in the sizes (70 – 120 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -
Bruneck, March 5th 2022
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named Look and Look FREE

with the models: LN, LN-2 and LF (front entrance)
LB (side panel for bathtub)
LT (pivot door)
LE (pivot door and bifold corner entry)
LP (saloon door)
LW (side panel)
LR (quadrant shower enclosure with 2 doors)
LI and LI-3 (door with in-line panel)
LK (pivoting doors for bathtub)
LU (bifold U-version)

in the sizes (70 – 120 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, February 28th 2022
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named SOFT

with the models:  
NS (front entry)  
WS (side panel)  
AS (corner entry)  
in the sizes (80 – 200 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller  
- Managing Director -  

Bruneck, june 27th 2018
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named S-LITE

with the models:  SN (front entry)
SW (side panel and walk-in)
SI (in-line)
SK (corner entry)
SR (quadrant)
in the sizes (70 – 140 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, March 6th 2022
DECLARATION CONFORMITY – SHOWER ENCLOSURES

We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industrizone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named TOGA

with the models:  TN (front entry)
TW (side panel)
TC (corner entry)
TD (pivot doors)
in the sizes (80 – 160 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, march 25th 2022
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named ARCO

with the models:  AN (sliding door)  
WD (side panel)  
AE (corner entry)  
AR (quadrant enclosure)  
AB (Free standing sliding door)  
in the sizes (70 – 140 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000  
EN ISO 2409  
ISO 7599  
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller  
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, April 24th 2018
We, the company

PROVEX INDUSTRIE GmbH
Industriezone Nord 10
I-39031 Bruneck (BZ)

declare on our own responsibility that

the shower enclosure range named CLASSIC

with the models: FC (triple sliding door)   
NC (double sliding door)   
WC (side panel)   
EC (corner entry)   
RC (quadrant enclosure)   
BC (triple sliding bath tub fron entry)   
PT (bathscreen)   
in the sizes (70 – 180 cm) with different profile and glass finishings.

meets all the provisions of the directive DIN EN 14428:2004 which apply to him.

Applied harmonized standards:

EN 12150-1:2000
EN ISO 2409
ISO 7599
ISO 7892:1988

Conformity assessment procedure:

Directives 96/578/EEC and enclosure III CE directive 01/596/CE.

Oswald Fischnaller
- Managing Director -

Bruneck, March 5th 2007